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Mkient conditions arz given for the union oP two Hilber~ cube (tmanifolds) intersecting in a 
Hilbert cube (manifold! to be a Hilbert cube (manifold). The corollaries includle arbon-stabilized 
mapping cylinder theorem for emhcddings between Hilbert cube manifolds and a .wm tkorem 
for Keiler cubes. 
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In this paper we address oursekes 1.~3 the positive aspects of a Sum Theorem for 
Hilbe;rt Cubes, i.e. if Q1 z 02 :- Q1 r-1 Q2 s Q, what arc sufficient conditions to 
insure that Q1 w QE = 8. IL Sher has constructed acounter*.exampie to the full Sum 
Theorem [7] so we know that s~mc conditions are necessary. 
Wong and Kroonenberg harre shown that if Q1 n Q2 c Qa is a Z-set and if 
01 n Q2 has an f.d. cap set which is a cr-% set in Q2 @efinitions below), then 
Qn u Qz = Q [lo]. 
Generalizing our proof the Sum Theorem for Hiibert Cube Factors [S] 
lary 3). 
19 
his paper. lt is more or less a corollary o* the proof of 
er than repeat all the details from that proof, we leave thlis 
aicing the proof work for arbitrary Q-manifolds. Ths, 
nitions. §ectiOn 2 cont&ls SMtemen@3 of 
tion 3 c~ntins proofs of the Theorems and Corollaries. Section 4 
the Addendum. 
is a se;parable metric manifold modelled on the Hilbert Cube Q, 
infinite product of closed intervals I =[O, I]. We represent 8 as 
where each Ji s I. The metric on Q is 
manifoM factor if X x Q is a @manifold. 
of a @manifold IV is a Z-set in W if A is contained in a 
W. Zb A is it&f a @manifold then A will be collared En YV 
s a a-2 sit if A = i.+E 1 Ai where each Ai is a Z-set in W. If in 
1 then it 5 itself a Zset. 
e compact and the projectiolj map III: X+X/B is closed. When 
e elements of a decomposition .!B = {Da; CY E A} we will only list the 
ate m~es, i.e. those containing more than oEit: point. 
the mapping cylinder 
is notation is shoti ior 
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is a (respeciivel y f.#d.) Cap set for Q if: 
is a (respectively finite dimensional) Z&t, 
(ii) M C M+l, 
(iii) Given E > 0, J E + and a (respectively finite dimenkonal) Z-set K c 81~ there 
is a home:omorphism H : Q + Q Iwhich is s-close to the identity such that k(K) c 
for some i and ?#?j = identity. 
The standard examples oE an f.d. cap set and a cap set respectively are: 
0 ii FxQcQxQ=Q. 
It is not hard to see that any two (respectively f~!) cap sets are equivalent by an 
ambient homeomorphism [I]; this foBrows by an application of a certaik con- 
vergence criterion for homeomorphisms (page 5 of [4]). 
A Keller cube is a Hilbert Cube embe~+~ .-___ as a convex subset of Hiibert space. 
A mag f: .F + Y is proper if f-’ (compact) is compact. 
1. IjQl=QpQlnQ2=Q and if Q1n 
Q+Q. 
The following Theorem is stronger as is shown by its corollary. For example nf 
(Qu, Q1 R Q2) = (13, 0) x Q, thp,n Q1 n cp;! is l-&%X, but not a Zset, in Q1. 
2. If Ql = Q2 = QI n Qz = Q c!nd if Qz contains an f .A cusp set which is kz 
td!! set in Q1 u Qz, then Ql CI Qz s Q. 
t Theorems 1 and 2: and Corollary 
repkced by arbitrary Q-manifolds 
assume that MS is properly embedded in both 
e so 
thesis that f be ii; *proper map 
is a CE magp and f( is a Q-manifold. To see this 
base Of M(f). ‘il’hi~:sUXIl 1, its 
this situation because (f) -X X I (Theorem 
ing ~omhry v~as observed by J. uinn and R. Wong. 
If two Kdler Cubes intersect in a Keller d32cbe then their union is a 
. 
Fig. 1. 
ralay assume that 0~ Q. Rx Theorem 1, this follows from the fact that 
CO} c Qa x (0) and QS x {O)c Q2 x 1 are both Z-sets and are therefore collared 
,2ter IV if [3]). Once wc have established ThCXif?Kn, I, 0s Q without the 
thesis that Q3 CT: Qt_ is a &et. Sixe the proof of Theorem 1 is independent of 
roofs we iare not introducing any ckular reasoning, 
is to show that 
erefore kd to the following Lemma. 
ifold 
Eenrms L The proof of Eemma 1 ,will c;losely foEbow the proof of 
Theorem I in [S]; rather than repeat all of the details, we will be content with 
clemon:“aating hot*.v to use the techniques in [§] to prdve this Lemma, The reader 
is urged to look at Section 3 of [S] for details and references we may have lef\: 
out here. 
If suffices to show that the decomposition J&q x la); q E $} c M satisfies the Bing 
Shrinking Criterion; i.e. !/E > 0 3 a homeomorphism J& M -, M such that: 
(2-i) Y’;T6 CE ,!$$ either H(m) = m or 3q~ Q such that both ~rs znd H(m)E 
N,(,“(S ; I)), 
(20ii) diam H( f (q x I)) < E Vq E Q. I 
For a pronf that this is suficient see Chapter VII of [+I. 
we construct he homeomorphism H vi; the Eing! Staircase Construction. ([a], 
[3], OP is]). I 
Identify Q with Wm x l’(i’= I) for some fixed n $0 be determined later). The 
staircase construction will take plac:e in this1 I’ direction. 
Proposition P (c.f. Proposition 3 of [5]). lc%tnrior and hypothesis as above. 
Given a c E c [0, I], S > 0, and y > 0 W > 0 and 
“i” 
homeomorp&kun h: M -) 44 
such tha:!: 
(3.1) W4dfW-, NW~WbV,~fUK OWCa 63)) 
(3.23 swpp h=N,(fOK WMO, al A& II)))-fi(K x~‘x’CG bl) 
(3.3) &n E A4 either h(m) = m or $1 E q, such that both m and h(m) (3 
NJf is x w 
roof. f( Wn X (0) X K; c M is a Z-set. The ‘Proposition with 8’ =: 0 follows by apply- 
ing the &L-set) Isotopy (Extension) Thec.uem (Chapter IV of [4])1 to the natut,zll 
isotopy of f ( tw, X (01 X I) onto f ( W, X (O} X [a - E, b -k E]) for suBiciently small E 3~ 0. 
Ey uniform continuity, (3.1) holds for some 8’ > 0. : 
Repeated use of Proposition 3 produces 1 /n B S1 > aj2 > 1 l l > S,__ r> 0, chl;rd a
homoomorphism h : IW + M correspo&isg to Fig. ‘2. This constrzlction of h iroxn 
E%oposition 3 is e:~~ctly the same as the construction of h from Propositi.on 3 in [5]. 
Specifically h satisfies: 
satpphcU:;;~~(N,(f(W~x(O)>c;ii-~/n, l]‘)-f(‘kF;,H’x[O, 1--i/a]), 
VrnE M, either k(m)= m or w E tu/, sinch Ithr3LR bot m and h(m)E 
‘P/&(f(~~ x I’ X 1)). 
atic ex 
_ 
Fig. 2. 
Let f( We s, t) ~f( W, x I’ x I). If (t, s) lies to the left of or above the heavy broken 
Pine then h If{ W, S, t) = identity. If (t, s) lies to the right of the heavy broken line then 
consider the horizontal line I X s thro:ugh (8, s). Its intersectirm with the shaded 
region is contained in [ 1 - i/n, 1 - (i-2),/n] x s for some is 2 s i G n - 2. Then 
h(ftw, s, Q) c hJ&( f(w x (0)x [ I- i/n, 1 -(i -2)/n])). 
Note ?-hat he region to the right of the heavy broken line is 
n-2 
,pI (Cl - i/n, 11 x109 &I)* 
erefore one can recover (4.1) from Fig. 2. 
Finally, since (4.2) is the standard statement that h is sufficiently well controlled, 
will not formally list their 
our situation is done 
Fig. 3. 
I 
1 
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Fig. 4. 
es 
i 
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Fig. 5. 
g, induces g2: f( W, x 1’ x (0, 11) +f( W, x I’x (0, 11) by identifying the fist 
[second] I factor in I x f with the ICI’] factor in Wn x 1” x 1. Condition (iii) implies 
that g2 has compact support contained in f( W, x I’ x (0, 11) which is an open subset 
of M Extend g2 outside of f( Wn X I’ x (0, 11) by the identity to obtain the desired g. 
0bserve that by (iii), IaN and h’ have disjoint supports. H = hN 0 h’ corresponds 
to Figure 5. For sufficiently large n, H satisfks (2-i) and (20ii). This completes the 
procrf of Lemma 1. 
To complete the prtiofs of Theorems 1 and 2 and Corollary I, we must check that 
inclusion: Q2 x I + 0 satisfies (1. l), i.e. that for some cap set K = l&-I Ki of 02, 
cash Ki x I is a Z-set in 6. We accomplish this by a series of reductions. Since Ki is 
a Zket in Q2, Ki X (0, l] is a” a-2 set in 0. Combining this with Lemma 2.1 of 
[lo], we see that it suffices to find an f.d. cap set K = I_):1 Ki for Q2 SO that each 
Ki X [Ol is a Z-set in 0. It suffices to show that (Ki A Q3) X {0} is a Z-set in 0 
because Ki X {0} = (Ki (3 (23) X (0) LJ (Ki - Qs) X (0) and the latter is a a-Z set in i). 
If Q!, X (0} c= Q1 X (0) k a .Z=set, then (r3, X (0) is bicollared in 4$ and we are done by 
Corollary 2.4 of [6]. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Urlder the hypotheses of Corollary 1, A = (Ki n Q3) X (0) is a finite dimensional 
Zsej in QI x (9) and we must deduce that A is I-LCC embedded in 6 (Theorem 
2.3 oii’ [6]). Given a loop #ix c 0 -A we shall homoto -A, into S,x{O}-A 
wherr.: it contracts becauSe A C g), X {Of is a Z-set. s contraction can be done 
with rrmallness in mind to prove that A c 6 is I-ICC, rather t an simply ihat z 
oints of ati. Since A c cl;b;! X I is a &et, Cyi is homotopic, rel. en 
(Q$cI)-A. Pu s h ing e;rch subarc q onto ,fil 6 Q3 x #I] provides the homotopy we 
need. 
Tti prove Theorem 
changes. 
2, mimic the proof of Corollary 1 making the appropriate 
“We may assume that 0 E Q1 n & For vectors al, . . . 9 a, i 
(al ?..‘9 a,)=: i 1 SjUj;Sj~O, i Sj= 1 i s 1 i= 1 I 9 
int(a!, . . . , a,,)= 
i 
i Siili; Si >09 
j= 1 
n 
c Sj=l 3 
j= 1 I 
(( al, -=.,a&== ,p 1 1 
points in Q.: such that Let{&},i=l,..., 1x1 be a collection of 
(I) {ai} is dense in Q2, 
(2) any finite coilection of (ai) (thought of as vectors in ilbert Space) are 
linearly independent 
(3) a2e Q1 t-1 Q2 Vre. 
Then K, = (al, . . . , a,) satisfies: 
(i) K, c Q2 is a finite dimensional Zset, 
(ii) K, = &+I, 
(iii) Given E ~0, m E Z, and a finite dimensional Z-set 
embedding f: A + Q2 E-close to the inclusion such tha 
n, and f extends to an embedding of A v Km which is 
(iv) K,,, c Q1 3 Q2 is a &et. 
Thus K=[& is an f.d. cap set for Q2 :,uch that eat 
Q1 v Q2. Corollary en follows from Theorem 2. 
(ii) is obvious an proof of (iv) is analogous to the 
is a set i 
Mi c _P1 x Q where Pi is a locally finite polydedron I ::= 1, 2, of [4’j). 
We now carry out the entire program for PI X Q, i =: 1, 2, 3 on the 
c)-facstor and merely carrying along the Pi factor. have exactly ~UJ Y 
beha.ved inthe proof of Theorem 1 of [S]. Lemma 1 
1’. tit f: P x (3 x I + M be a closed e&&d&g r”itto a Qmanifold M, sw.zh 
(1.1)’ f(Px W, x(0,1)x I)c Mis a&set VnkZ. 
Cl.2) f(Px Qx(O, 11) is open in M. 
ah.en M/{f(pxqx I);pE P, qE Q)=M. 
t&en Lemma l’, we form A!! = MI x (4)) u A& x I and check th 
K=~~~K,ofQ,,P*XKiXI~M*XI~~~ 
is a Zset for each i. Since P2 is locally finite and ((Pa x I&) 13 
it suffices to assume that P2 is a finite polyhedron. “I% 
cases extend to this situation to complete the prmf 
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